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Ba kground

Opti al Chara ter Re ognition (OCR) is a supervised learning problem in whi h we wish
to ategorize letters based on similarity to a training set. Ideally, this measure of similarity should be invariant to \allowed" distortions with onstraints su h as ontinuity or
monotoni ity.
One parti ularly interesting approa h that is the subje t of ongoing resear h is elasti
mat hing, whi h does exa tly that. In a typi al appli ation, the sample image is warped to
mat h a referen e image, and either a ost fun tion of the warping fun tion or a onventional
distan e metri applied to residual error is used to measure the similarity between sample
and referen e images.
However, it has been shown1 that elasti mat hing is an algorithmi ally hard problem
with exponential time solutions.
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Motivation

One alternative to true elasti mat hing is shape normalization and Gaussian blurring.
In our ase, shape normalization involved nding the smallest bounding box and reshaping it to square proportions. This yields normalized images that are invariant to translation
and s aling on the oordinate axes (and also in funny artifa ts on sans-serif `I's, whi h are
stret hed into squares).
Gaussian blurring is a simple and nonspe i way to in rease generalizability. To make
our training feasible, we also redu ed the size of the normalized image to 16  16 pixels,
yielding a 256-length feature ve tor.
Our training sets omprise 95 omputer fonts in 11 di erent rotations (26 hara ters
per set) and 20 sets of handwriting samples from 7 di erent people using various pens (61
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Classi er
Base fonts Unrotated All fonts Handwriting
Linear SVM trained on base fonts
0.0
13.9
42.1
53.1
LMS trained on base fonts
4.2
13.6
31.5
47.0
LMS trained on unrotated fonts
5.2
7.6
22.7
48.3
LMS trained on all fonts
11.5
11.2
13.3
52.6
LMS trained on handwriting
54.0
58.7
64.5
40.9
Table 1: Error rates (%) of various lassi ers on various test sets. Note that our feature
spa e is a 256-element ve tor and the test sets are 286, 2,470, 27,170, and 1,220 hara ters
long, respe tively.
hara ters per set). Subsets of the omputer fonts in lude \base fonts," whi h is a sele tion
of 11 very popular fonts; and \unrotated fonts," whi h is the 95 fonts without rotation.
We tested on many ombinations of training and test data to get an idea of the generalization error of this approa h. Unfortunately our ability to train SVMs was limited
the availability of CPU y les, so we were only able to train one very limited linear SVM,
though ideally we would have liked to train an SVM with a Gaussian kernel.
Table 1 lists the results from our testing. While the shape normalization artifa ts with
the sans-serif `I's surely a ount for some of the error, that e e t is limited to 1=26 = 3:8%.
Nor is it an issue of training set size, as we an see from in reasing the training set.
So it seems that linear lassi ers operating on shape normalized data just aren't very
good at the OCR problem, motivating us to look more losely at elasti mat hing.
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Approa h - density estimation

Although there are numerous approximations to the elasti mat hing problem that utilize
dynami programming to make the problem feasible2 3 , we will approa h this in a di erent
way.
We will treat the image as a probability density fun tion where the relative intensity of
ea h pixel (x; y ) is the relative probability of that (x; y ), then t a mixture of Gaussians
to this density distribution. The parameters  of that Gaussian t onstitute our \Density
Estimate."
Figure 1 shows a summary of this pro ess ow. In this example, we have taken an
unpro essed 128 x 128 greys ale image (note that we haven't even ropped out the ex ess
whitespa e, a task that is not trivial in pra ti al handwritten hara ter re ognition), approximated it using a mixture of 16 Gaussians, and then re onstru ted from the density
estimate to verify that the method works.
One minor hange to the mixture-of-Gaussians distribution that we tried was for ing
all Gaussians to have the same radius of minor axis. This ould be interpreted as a global
;
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Figure 1: Density estimation pro ess. We start with the original image (1(a)), t a mixture of Gaussians to the pixel intensity distribution using an expe tation-maximization
algorithm (1(b)), and nally we an verify the result by inspe ting the re onstru tion of
the original image using the density estimation parameters (1( ))
line width parameter. Unfortunately, this algorithm did not onverge well for serif fonts,
whi h typi ally use a variety of line widths per hara ter, so we abandoned it in favor of
the less- onstrained mixture-of-Gaussians model.
To evaluate the reliability of these re onstru tions we ran the density estimation algorithm on our 95 fonts and 20 handwriting samples and ompared the re onstru ted images
to the original samples. Figure 2 shows the result of this analysis on an alphabet-byalphabet basis (rather than a hara ter-by- hara ter basis).
Visual inspe tion of the failed ases shows that the issue is not typi ally failure to
onverge but rather u tuations in density due to the unevenness of Gaussians ompared
to the at zero/one pixel intensities found in the font samples.
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Dis ussion

We an tell, at least qualitatively, that the density estimation parameters apture mu h of
the relevant information in the original image.
However, we have redu ed the dimensionality of the image signi antly, from a 128  128
greys ale image to k = 16 sets of density estimation parameters in R 6 , ea h des ribing a
Gaussian distribution.
Se ond, we ve torized a raster image. Now s aling/rotation/translation transformations are all aÆne operations (these operations would otherwise require resampling with
interpolation).
These two e e ts make subsequent operations mu h faster, allowing for a wider range
of iterative lassi ation algorithms, in luding elasti mat hing.
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Figure 2: Histogram of orrelations between original alphabet and alphabet re onstru ted
from density estimation
For the OCR problem, it would be ideal to use elasti mat hing as a determinant
fun tion and an SVM for the top layer lassi er. For example, we ould use the warping
ost fun tion or post-warp distan e as a kernel fun tion for an SVM kernel.
Although we in ur a overhead due to the expe tation maximization algorithm, it transforms our data into a form that is mu h easier to work with. For example, in a regularized
SVM operating in a high dimensional feature spa e, we expe t to have many nonzero .
For ea h test sample, the kernel fun tion needs to be al ulated for every nonzero , so operating in the density estimation spa e an still o er a signi ant performan e improvement
despite the overhead of the mixture of gaussians t.
i

i
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Dire tions for further resear h

The next step would be to a tually kernelize an elasti mat hing distan e metri to operate
in density estimation spa e using something a variant of something like U hida and Sakoe's
quadrati dis rimination te hnique4 .
Finally, in instan es where we are interested in warping of more omplex images (rather
than line art like type and handwriting), this te hnique of density estimation for elasti
mat hing an be used in onjun tion with onventional elasti mat hing at the pixel level.
4

For example, it an be used to guide a fast routine su h as pie ewise linear elasti mat hing,
whi h is a relatively fast algorithm but requires areful sele tion of pivot points5 .
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